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Background: Prodromal AD impairs associative learning. AD patient memory complaints refer to their daily routine, which usually involves highly familiar stimuli. However, memory tests involve less familiar stimuli (e.g. isolated words or pictures). Therefore we ignore whether prior knowledge affects memory formation in AD. During learning, stimuli repetition yields neural adaptation effects (signal suppression or enhancement), allowing the functional mapping of brain networks. Here, we manipulated prior knowledge and repetition to investigate whether prior knowledge impacts the neural underpinnings of associative encoding in AD.

Method: 17 patients with Mild Cognitive Impairment due to AD (AD-MCI, Albert et al., 2011) and 19 controls underwent fMRI. They learned face-scene associations presented twice in the scanner. Pre-experimental knowledge (PEK) trials involved famous faces while Experimental Knowledge (EK) trials involved unknown faces repeatedly presented prior to the scanned encoding session. Study events were categorized as associative hits, associative misses or misses after a recognition memory test administered outside the scanner. The BOLD signal was modeled using a factorial design within the general linear model framework. The factors were Subsequent associative memory, Prior knowledge, and Repetition. We computed the interaction contrast between Repetition and Prior knowledge to test whether encoding networks could be altered by prior knowledge. In the resulting clusters, we ran within- and between-groups ANOVAs seeking for subsequent memory effects, namely superior betas weights for associative hits over associative misses.

Result: PEK and EK yielded similar associative memory performance in AD-MCI, while PEK trials led to a 28\% increase in associative memory in controls. Prior knowledge x Repetition interaction was found within key regions of the memory retrieval and encoding networks in controls, but AD-MCI showed aberrant or absent neural adaptation. Subsequent memory analyses provided evidence for the involvement of the right hippocampus in both groups for EK. For PEK associative memory however, only controls showed a memory effect within right anterior subhippocampal structures.

Conclusion: In AD, tau pathology starts within anterior subhippocampal regions (entorhinal and perirhinal cortices). Thus, our findings that subhippocampal, not hippocampal, activation underlie the inability of the patients to benefit PEK in new learning open perspectives for further diagnostic and prognostic research.
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